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"Bruck expertly navigates five different points of view, lending
further depth to the plot and authenticity to her characters.
Daytime Drama is highly enjoyable and memorable read

guaranteed stay in readers’ hearts long after the final page. 
Highly recommend!" 

—LEANNE TREESE, AUTHOR OF THE LANGUAGE OF DIVORCE

DAYTIME DRAMA
Soap opera star by day, harried, single mom by
night, Calliope Hart’s life is a delicate balancing
act. When the network cancels her show,
Callie’s world crumbles and she must decide
whether it’s more important to fight to save the
show or take a risk and start over from scratch.

SARAHLYN BRUCK is the author of two novels, Daytime Drama (2021) and Designer You (Crooked
Cat Books, 2018). Designer You won the Indie Star Book Award for 2019 and was included on the
2018 “35 Over 35” list. When she’s not writing novels, Sarahlyn moonlights as a full-time writing and
literature professor at a local community college. A California native, she now lives in Philadelphia
with her husband, daughter, and cockapoo. For the latest book news, events, and announcements,
check out her website: sarahlynbruck.com.

"With heart, humor, and the right dose of drama, Sarahlyn
Bruck brings her characteristic insight and literary precision to

this story of braving the world outside your comfort zone.
Loved every minute."

—JENNIFER KLEPPER, USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF
UNBROKEN THREADS

"Prepare yourself for a compelling journey as Bruck’s characters
plunge into the depths of self-discovery when love and trust are
brought into question by circumstance... Bruck’s deft approach

and keen eye for nuance is both clever and ultra-relatable,
creating a story and characters that stay with the reader long

after the book is done."
—MAUREEN JOYCE CONNOLLY, AUTHOR OF LITTLE LOVELY

THINGS

From the first page of Daytime Drama by Sarahlyn Bruck,
readers are drawn into the fascinating world of Callie Hart, the
star of a long-running soap opera whose carefully constructed
world begins to fall apart… You will love this book—women’s

fiction at its best!
—DIANE BYINGTON, MULTI-AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR OF WHO

SHE IS AND IF SHE HAD STAYED


